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      Abstract:   What is the highest law of the universe?  It was

said that the ".","1","o" as a kind of symbol and graphic, represents

the highest law of the universe. They seem to be simple, but profound

philosophy, if translated into their national language, written in

Chinese or "point", "line" and "Circle", which is not a law of the

universe, because  the language of States changed their graphic and

symbol shape, but also are given to different interpretations.

       1.  Foreword

       In the universe, among all mortal things, it appears that

there is no law, but the actual was hidden.  This universal law

exists everywhere, and in the universe and the Earth, all human

subjects,  such  as  natural  science,  philosophy,  economics,

religion ... that almost all the areas containing such rules, we call

the universal law. 

2.   The so-called law of the universe

Before, a lot of people talked about the law of the universe,

many of the rules are trying to solve the law of the universe,

especially  in  those  classical  religions  and  philosophical  books.

Later, science also came to participate in. 

Some religious people will be classified rules of the universe

as God.  They believe that all things are created by God, the master

of course, by God.  

Some religious and non-religious people conclude these natural

rules for the following words: "Benevolence, Righteousness, Morality

and  Virtue";  "Truthfulness,  Benevolence,  Beauty  and  Forbearance";

"God, Buddha, Law and Intelligence". Such as Buddhism is from the

word of "Buddha, Intelligence"; Taoism from "Morality, Really" word;

Confucianism  from  "Benefactor,  Good";  Christianity, Islam  taking

"God"......



 Modern scientists have another set of ideas that they want to

use  mathematical  theory  which  united  all  other  theories,  and

physicists call them grand unified theory.  The basic idea is to be

found  a  full  reunification  in  four  of  the  current  “strong

interaction”  and  “weak  interaction”,  electromagnetic  and

gravitational interaction. As long as reunification, we will be able

to find a formula of the law of the universe or the model, although

there was no unity of the gravitational theory. 

     3.  Truth of the rules  

We know that mathematics is the basis of science language.  The

most basic mathematics is ".", called "Point"; the "o" and "1",

called "Circle" and "Line".  We know from elementary school, "o" and

"1" is infinity "." component, composed of many of their mathematical

theorems and justice, such as two parallel lines never intersect is

an axiom.  What is axiom?  People are unable to prove that, but had

to admit the facts.  Earthling can’t prove, but it does not mean

that Homo sapiens unable to prove that. In fact, it is this simple

".","1","o"  that  constitute  the  basis  of  the  whole  mathematics

progress.

Another example is the tree, which is grown from a small seed. 

Seeds are like a mathematical basis "."; the outline of tree is as in

mathematics "o"; trees from small to large grow continuously, upward

and the horizontal expansion is virtually "1".

Fig. 1      Tree Structure 

Animal are the same, animal embryos is "."; profile and age is

the "o" and the length or height is "1".  



Fig. 2     Nucleus ".", "1", "o" structure 

 

They are also mentioned in physics. The material is "."; time is

"o" and the space is "1". Major research and foundation of physics is

the quality, space, time and energy. 

Chemistry  is the subject of studying morphology of substances.

Material is from the atomic and molecular composition; atom is formed

by the atomic nucleus and nuclear external electrons. In nucleus, the

different configuration of protons and neutrons and nuclear external

electrons are the different chemical elements, but also determines

the chemical reactions and properties.

The  atomic  structure  of  the  atomic  nucleus  is  ".";  nuclear

external electrons arrangement is the "o" and the electronic energy

level transitions is "1".

In literature, novels or most of the article, a main thread runs

through all, this is "1"; article chapeau, the central element to an

end, is "o"; article focus on the main characters or events is the

essence of the article, namely ".".  From a point to an area and from

a point to a thread, the language teachers is often mentioned, the

only  way  are  a  good  article.  Everyone  has  an  inner  invisible

".","1","o", the same article but a different view, was it good or

was it bad, and why? People do not know it.

In religion, Christianity and Islam worship of God or Allah, is

a "."; all Buddhist classics is an "o"; Taoist what is a "1".  

In today's world, every day the tens of thousands of all types

of publishing books and magazines, no matter what subjects, have an

invisible ".","1","o" in its classification and screening.  Most of

the newspapers and magazines, 90% become rubbish in a few days or a

few months, but like some of the great philosophical or literary

masterpiece,  even  if  the  millennium  still  experiencing  widely

circulated, this book is classic.  



The classic books are like seed or tree trunks, most magazines,

newspapers are the leaves.  Leaves have to replacement every year,

but the trunk will not. This is the law of nature, it contain any

subject. 

Many basic science book is built on mathematical ".","1","o"

with its expansion, it is classic; and many books of philosophy and

religious study ".","1","o", so it is classical. 

       

      4.  Rules of the universe

       On our return to rule of the universe, the law of the universe

should understand by all the wisdom human being of universe as a

simple graphics, symbols, theories or language.     

       Here are given only graphics and symbols, language and theory

have  to  use  the  language  of  people  on  Earth  and  theoretical

explanation, in-depth understanding of these graphics and symbols,

you will be able to understand the rules of the universe. 

       What is the highest law of the universe?  It was said that the

".","1","o" as a kind of symbol and graphic, represents the highest

law of the universe. They seem to be simple, but profound philosophy,

if translated into their national language, written in Chinese or

"point", "line" and "Circle", which is not a law of the universe,

because  the language of States changed their graphic and symbol

shape, but also are given to different interpretations.

  Therefore,  all  characters  can  be  exercised  for  their

pronunciation, but not represent their significance. 

Fig. 3    The ".","1","o" called the "point", 

"line" and "circle" 



"." called "points" and represents a real substance and truth, a

kind of force and power control center.  It is the source of all

things, is the only unique and rule status.

"1" called "lines", represents an exploration, enterprise and

competition.  It also represents a top-down development process, such

as the human society. "Emperor-minister; Father-son"; the celestial

body center of the universe, galaxies, stars and planets; science is

exploration, science is "1".

"O" is "round", represent a hierarchy and orderly, a stable

could not go beyond the boundaries.  

Most of the current religious stability and stressed that such

limits, including their often said that the ethics regulations, and

"virtue and morality".  These regulations are "o" without the wall,

to break through these regulations and crimes, will be input to "o"

with the wall of prison.  

If humanity according to these regulations and creed do, the

nations of the world, society and the family will be stable and

beautiful.  But  because  there  is  no  emphasis  on  "1",  that  is,

scientific progress and exploration, we can only practice in the

mountains, and wait for death, said the religious tenets of these

regulations and the rules do not fully reflect the universal law.   

     5.   Other 

Besides talking about the rules of the universe, ".", "1", "o"

for example, as a supplement, I will give some additional examples. 

     1)   Men and women 

Scientists  often  talk  about  the  difference  between  men  and

women, some scientists, spent the energies of a lifetime, made a lot

of tests to prove that men and women are of different, these tests

including psychological, physiological and behavior.  They finally

concluded  that  the  man's  behavior  first  finds  expression  attack,

independence and exploration; woman first finds expression caring,

dependent and stability. 

 

In fact, if those scientists understand "o" and "1" meaning,

such as from a male and female genitals, we can see the difference

between men and women, how much time can be a province. 



Men's genitals is "1" shaped, as we said earlier, represent the

attacks, competition, independence and exploration; woman's genitals

is "o" shape, represent caring, dependent and stability; "." is of

course baby in the women’ womb, the future of men and women, that is

"1" and "o".  

This counterparts in mathematics "." go to "o" and "1"; the

other hand, "1" and "o" intersection created ".".

 

Fig. 4       Men and women 

In addition, the "1" also on behalf of space, is the length of

body; "o" represents time, representative of the life cycle, so the

average height of men is higher than women, but have shorter life

expectancy than women.  Further, a men's sperm is "." and "1";

woman's egg is "." and "o". 

Is it God made man or woman to express the universe rules of the

".","1","o"! 

     2)   Extraterrestrial civilization 

Modern people are interested in flying saucer (UFO), the reason

is  not  understanding  why  the  aircraft  of  extraterrestrial

civilizations are round, a lot of people think this is a high-tech

craft, and we have not yet reached.  

In  fact,  the  Earth  people  do  not  understand  "o"  is  in  the

universe sense, when you understand the "o" in the law on behalf of

the universe "caring and goodwill", would understand the meaning of

the extraterrestrial Homo sapiens.  Aliens arrive at a new planet,

the first consideration is safety, it would be this planet wisdom

human attacked.  They must be in the aircraft design, the direct

expression of this objective to new planet they reach.



 For higher than the planet they wisdom, of course, understand

the meaning of circular aircraft, and not shooting down when  they

are close to the planet; for wisdom lower than their planet, do not

understand the meaning of circular aircraft will attack them, but

technology will not.  

The aircraft of the Earth's human are linear, we can see that we

do  not  understand  the  "1"  great  significance  in  the  universe. 

Therefore, these "1" shaped aircraft could only be used for war,

attack and exploration, playing own people is sufficient on Earth. 

Extraterrestrial civilization only look at the design of aircraft on

this planet, they will know the level of us. They can not communicate

with us, as long as we seize them, and must be addressed to the

anatomy of the study.  

How can we in the design of aircraft demonstrated understanding

of the universal rules we have, and this is the Earth's human wisdom,

the more performance, the more wisdom of this planet means.   

Fig. 5    Earth's alignment of aircraft and the

 circular aircraft of aliens 
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